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1. Mark the area that you will cover with BunkerLawn (BL). Pic 1.

2. Remove all loose sand down to soil level. Remove weed if that exist. Pic 1.

3. The soil surface should be free from loose sand to ensure a good grip for the installation pins. 

4. Dig/form a shelf that is 4-5 cm deep in, under the bunker edge. In the shelf is the optimal attachment place. Pic 2

5. Position BL on the surface and attach  BL to the bunkers edge. Pic 3.

6. Cut BL so the mat follows the edge of the bunkers. You can reuse BL leftovers. Pic 4.

7. Anchor BL with the pins using a hammer. BL must have contact with the soil. Adjust the distance between anchor pins so this is 

achieved. Pic 5 shows theoretical pin distance. Change pin distance if needed.

8. Check that all edges and top surface are firmly anchored 

9. Add sand on the BL, use a rake to get the sand in the BL.

10. Top up with sand to the desired level. Pic 6.

11. Bunker is now ready to use.

12. After the installation, when the rain comes check the sand level.

Installation bunkerface
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1. Remove the sand from the bunker down to soil level. Pic 1.

2. Mark the bunker where the width (1,8m) of the BunkerLawn (BL) rolls will be positioned.  The rolls should be rolled out into the 

playing direction. Pic 2 & 3.

3. The soil surface should be solid. When you walk in the bunker no footprints deeper than 5 mm should seen. With a soft ground 

their is a risk that the pins and the mat will be pushed to the sand surface. 

4. Dig/form a shelf that is 4-5 cm deep in, under the bunker edge. In the shelf is the optimal attachment place for BL edge. Pic 4

5. Position the first 2 BL rolls on the surface and anchor the seams. Pin distance is app. 15 cm. Ensure that you have enough material 

for the front and rear edge of the bunker. Pic 5. On the picture you see that we positioned the roll a bit into the bunker so we could 

minimise the waste. The small surface will be covered with a cut out piece in the end of the installation.

6. Position next roll. If the first roll is a little uneven push them away towards the new roll. Use pins to keep the surface even. Pic 5.

7. Install all rolls without anchoring the top surface except the ones used for unevenness's.

8. Cut BL towards the bunker edges. You can reuse cut material. Pic 6.

9. Anchor top surface. Start in the middle and work your way towards the edge. Pic 7.

10. Use a hammer to anchor the pins.

11. Anchor BL at the bunker edge on the shelf you have created. On the bunker entrance you only need to remove the sand. Pic 8.

12. Add sand on the BL, use a rake to get the sand in the BL. Use a vibrating plate if you have one.

13. Top up with sand to the desired level. Pic 9

14. Bunker is now ready to use

15. After the installation, when the rain comes check the sand level.

Installation bunker
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